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Collaborative Quality Improvement in General Practice Clusters

This paper is the twelfth in a series that relates to areas of quality and safety on which general practice clusters could usefully focus improvement activity. Each paper summarises research, guidelines and other evidence about areas of care which can be improved, and improvement methods and interventions.

How to run a successful GP Cluster

Many European countries have used Quality Circles (QCs) as a way of creating collaborative improvement in primary care 1-6. QCs are usually defined as being small groups of 6 to 12 professionals from the same background (often GPs), who meet at regular intervals to consider their standard practice7,8. The groups provide a social context for reflective thinking to improve clinical practice at the workplaces of the participants. The focus of discussion is usually a critical evaluation of an aspect of quality which participants themselves identify as important to them. There is much that GP Cluster leads, and cluster participants, can learn from the experience of QCs in Europe and this paper describes what is known about quality circles from the published literature.

How to run a successful GP Cluster: learning from Quality Circles

The Task

Quality improvement (QI) can be understood as an organised and data-guided activity which brings about positive change in the delivery of care. It can address system-wide problems, but often focuses on local ways of working which clinicians perceive to be inefficient, harmful or badly-timed9,10. QI in primary health care is complex, since it depends on scientific progress, social and cultural changes, and economic contexts, all of which influence and modify each other11.

The effect of Quality Circles: evidence base

Numerous studies suggest that QCs improve individual and group performance in terms of costs, ordering of tests, prescription habits and adherence to clinical practice guidelines, resulting in better patient outcomes as measured in changes of performance indicators. For example, the number of diagnostic tests carried out can be modified by QCs encouraging GPs to pay more attention to the clinical problem and direct their test ordering towards the suspected diagnosis, instead of routinely ordering the same tests for all patients12-14. Multifaceted programmes like QCs can also have an impact on prescribing habits15-21 and the quality of chronic disease management such as for people with diabetes22. Many QC programmes use several types of intervention which are known to be generally effective to positively change the behaviour of practitioners, including educational material, workshops, audit and feedback with or without outreach visits, and championing by local knowledge experts23-27. In practice, which of these elements is used and in what order varies but they are important tools that GP Cluster leads can and should consider using depending on their local context.

Characteristics of successful Quality Circles: evidence base

Data from various trials evaluating the impact of QCs show that it is important for the groups to follow some basic principles to be successful.

The social aspect of the group is important

Having a meal together or at least eating something together before the work starts makes social interaction easier and makes participants feel more comfortable28,29. A friendly and relaxed atmosphere is vital if participants are to share sensitive information. It also drives the motivation to continue attending30,31. Removing barriers, such as computer screens, and arranging tables and chairs in a circle also makes social interaction easier28.

Core QI knowledge and skills matter

When starting groups which deal with QI, it is vital to introduce the basic principles of QI, such as the Plan-Do-Study-Act cycle (PDSA) and how to implement them in practice32-37. The impact of QCs seems to vary depending on whether new groups or already existing groups were studied in trials. Previously existing groups or groups which have met at least three or four times succeeded more often than newly formed groups or groups who only met once to change practice.

Groups show a learning curve when they perform, and they improve after each cycle of QI13,16,38,39.

Agreeing a topic to focus on is central

The group must have a shared understanding of the problem when they start the process of QI. The topic must be relevant to everyday practice and of a manageable size. The group should agree on the need for change or at least recognise that there is a problem when they start the process. Trial results show that GPs will hardly ever change behaviour if the need for change is not obvious to them20,21,40. There is a balance to be struck between central direction as to what GP Clusters should work on, and local autonomy to
decide what matters most in a particular area. Collaborative working. The ‘best’ topic to focus on will also depend on the maturity of the group. GP Cluster leads and members might wish to initially focus on relatively simpler problems where there is clear consensus, in order to facilitate longer term collaborative working.

Agreeing how to address the topic has to balance local expertise with wider knowledge
It is vital that GPs start with their own experiences when they have chosen the topic. Discussion of personal cases increases the sense of ownership, and helps participants understand how the topic matters in the context of everyday practice. When discussing and reflecting on their own cases, GPs activate their existing (“tacit” or implicit) knowledge based on their everyday work. It is very important that tacit knowledge (which is rarely documented anywhere) becomes explicit. Ideally it will then often be complemented by other information that is relevant to practice, such as patient complaints, narratives, statistical data on diagnostic habits or prescription patterns, or discussion with specialists. The current state of practice can then be examined in relation to guidelines, educational evidence-based material, or the input of a respected local opinion leader.

Planning what to change has to balance local expertise and wider knowledge
New concepts and ideas are created when the group reflect on their own experience including discussion of individual cases, add information from other sources that illustrate their practice and then compare the current status of their practice with contemporary evidence-based educational material. As knowledge depends on perspectives, each member of the group can contribute, and a range of different views are likely to be expressed. Ideally, this range will include everything from the micro view of single patient care to the wider perspective of how the whole system works. Ideas that the group develops about how to improve care or work differently have to be justified by data from practice and evidence-based recommendations, but will sometimes (or perhaps often) have to be adjusted to local circumstances. A key function of the quality circle or GP cluster is therefore to merge knowledge based on familiarity with local context and personal experience with evidence-based knowledge.

There needs to be a discussion of the pros and cons of new ideas or ways of working, since when it comes to implementation of new ideas, it is important to address barriers that arise during discussions. Prototype plans should be debated in the group. After testing and “playing with” potential prototypes, the group may then decide to develop one or more. Participants of the group formulate possible improvements based on their own practice and decide on an action plan.

Facilitation is critical
The role of facilitators is key in the process of QI. Facilitators open the meetings and map the timelines. The facilitator will normally be a GP with skills in this area. They have to try to create an atmosphere of openness and trust, so participants can interact in an authentic way. Facilitators create an atmosphere where people reveal what they are thinking as they do their everyday work. They open discussions, summarise, clarify statements and question issues. They attempt to achieve a balance between comfort and an appropriate degree of tension and challenge within the group. Facilitators encourage participants to talk about their own clinical cases. They form the emotional basis of a learning atmosphere where participants can reflect on their current practice and compare it with educational, evidence-based material (EBM) such as guidelines. They assist the group in identifying factors that may hinder implementation of new ideas and innovative ways of working. This difficult task demands the abilities and skills to manage group dynamics that may not always be easy to solve. Timely identification and resolution of conflicts is one of the more difficult tasks, since disruptive groups cease working. A supportive atmosphere, a sense of collegiality and mutual trust are prerequisites for participants to openly discuss their problems and failures using their own clinical cases. Facilitators may need to help participants articulate what they want to say since it may be difficult to make implicit knowledge explicit. At the point when a participant struggles to express their thoughts, active empathy is important; this is the realisation that QC members really care for each other, even though they question each other’s statements. Facilitators should help participants to openly discuss their problems and failures using their own clinical cases. Facilitators should close meetings on time and plan future meetings by summarising the group’s progress and highlighting the goals that have been achieved.
The infographic below summarises the evidence-base.

Support needed by GP Clusters in Scotland in order to succeed

Support for Cluster Quality Leads

The Cluster Quality Lead's (CQL) role is so important and covers so many aspects that they should have regular opportunities for meetings with other CQLs and for further training. CQLs will also need support to access knowledge resources such as clinical practice guidelines, service delivery and organisation guidelines, or information about potential topics for QI. Leadership skills are also important in driving forward quality improvement; training places are currently available through NHS Education for Scotland. Some suggested resources for such support are shown in Box 1 at the end.

Support to collect, compare and interpret data

Where possible, health care professionals should be actively involved in data collection so that they trust the findings. Local data collection to address local priorities is therefore important, but for other topics, this means Board or Scotland-wide provision of data.
data on standard quality indicators to minimise the burden of data collection. The Primary Care Information (PCI) dashboards (http://www.isdscotland.org/Health-Topics/General-Practice/Primary-Care-Information-and-TQA/) provide a single access point for GPs and practice staff to see health care information for their GP Practice and Cluster. The information is delivered through a set of Tableau dashboards, and show comparisons at Scotland, NHS Board and Health & Social Care Partnership level. The latest PCI dashboards include measures based on secondary data sources (such as emergency admissions, outpatients and readmissions) and measures similar to QOF aimed at supporting the Transitional Quality Arrangements (TQA). At present, many of the measures are based on the ongoing collection of QOF data. In the future, the PCI dashboard will use data extracted through SPIRE (further information can be found at www.spire.scot). In addition, NHS Scotland will provide additional local support to clusters in the use and interpretation of data (http://www.isdscotland.org/Health-Topics/Health-and-Social-Community-Care/Local-Intelligence-Support-Team/).

Administrative support

At an organisational level, it is also important to provide protected time, which means that group work is done during regular working hours or at pre-arranged times. The process should not be disturbed by phone calls or urgent patient problems, since these disrupt discussion. Excessive demands for rapid results often destroy QI. Managers need to accept the speed that the group works at, and accept local adjustments to national ‘solutions’, because QI is a local process and will result in different interventions and new ways of working. There is no explicit literature on how to transfer the solutions GP Clusters develop to other regions and the solution may not fit other regions in other contexts. However, it makes sense to have a system for communication of different solutions so that CQLs can access the ongoing and earlier work of other GP Clusters.

Summary

The development of GP clusters is a major change for primary care in Scotland, following the withdrawal of the Quality and Outcomes Framework in 2016. Other aspects include current negotiations on a new GMS contract, additional clinical input from advanced nurse practitioners, pharmacists and AHPs, and the integration of health and social care. The framework for the GP cluster approach is set out in a recent BJGP editorial and collaboratively produced Scottish Government publication. By encouraging and enabling working between practices, and between clusters and health and social care partnerships, this aims to contribute to the conditions for ‘Realising Realistic Medicine’ as set out in the Chief Medical Officer’s 2015-16 report: communicate, connect, collaborate and (changing) culture.

In summary, to function effectively and contribute to local Quality Improvement, GP Clusters in Scotland will need the following:

- An understanding of the principles and practice of Quality Improvement
- Local autonomy to determine what topics/clinical areas to address
- Local GP leadership and buy in from the clinical community
- Support to develop and use facilitation skills to enable the cluster to form and develop
- Easy access to relevant local and national data
- Administrative support and engagement with the health and social care partnership

Box 1. Support Resources

Scottish School of Primary Care Briefing Papers, which give GP Clusters advice on a range of topics: http://www.sspc.ac.uk/publications/briefing_papers/

Scottish Inter-Collegiate Guidelines (SIGN): http://www.sign.ac.uk

National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE): http://www.nice.org.uk

NICE also have guidelines on service delivery, organisation, and staffing: https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/service-delivery-organisation-and-staffing

Healthcare Improvement Scotland is developing educational and quality improvement support to embed continuous quality improvement in primary care. For further information please visit: www.ihub.scot/gp-clusters/

Educational improvement and safety methods for primary care teams and GP clusters are available on the NHS Education for Scotland Patient safety Zone.
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